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Goal is to answer 
this…

•  Can we use IceTop for looking at 
High Energy Gamma Rays?
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What will WE do 
today? 

•   Find a way to separate Gamma Ray 
air showers from Proton(Hydrogen) /
Iron air showers using IceTop.

•  Present the Analysis during Phone 
Call?



What is IceTop?
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Primary Cosmic Ray/ Gamma 

Interaction with atmospheric nuclei 

Air Shower 



Gamma Ray (Light) Showers Vs. 
Proton(Hydrogen)…Carbon…Iron Showers
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•  Air Showers have: 
•  Electro-Magnetic Component 

(i.e. electrons, positrons, 
gamma rays) 

•  Muons 
•  Air showers arising from gamma 

rays have 10 times less Muons as 
compared to Proton (lightest 
cosmic ray). 

•  As compared to Iron(heavier 
cosmic ray), this difference is 
even bigger. 



IceTop and Measuring Muon Content 
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capabilities for cosmic ray physics and to partially veto the
background of down-going muons. In order to realize this addi-
tion in the most cost effective way, technical developments and
infrastructure of IceCube were employed as much as possible.
These considerations defined the following guidelines for the
design of IceTop:

! IceTop uses the same cables as laid out in trenches for the
IceCube holes. That constrains IceTop’s array size to 1 km2 and
the grid spacing to 125 m. Both together define the energy
range from some 100 TeV to about 1 EeV.
! Whenever possible IceTop uses the same detector hardware,

electronic readout, triggering scheme and data acquisition
as in the deep-ice part of IceCube (henceforth referred to as
‘in-ice IceCube’).

Using the same Digital Optical Modules (DOMs) as in the deep ice
for detection of Cherenkov light with the same readout scheme
leads to the choice of ice as detector medium. The ice is produced
in tanks similar to the water-filled tanks used in the Haverah Park
experiment [4] and the Pierre Auger Observatory [5]. Such
ice tanks are well suited for the detection of shower particles
because a particle produces enough light so that signal fluctua-
tions are not dominated by photon statistics. For example, in the
finally produced tanks a vertically through-going muon produces
approximately 125 photoelectrons. The choice of ice Cherenkov
detectors saved design and development costs and also simplified
integrating the IceTop signals into the in-ice data acquisition
system.

Given the constraints on size, spacing, detector technology and
basic components the following further considerations aim at
optimization for air shower physics:

! Air showers have a huge range of different energy depositions
in the tanks. To increase the dynamic range offered by the
DOM electronics (see Section 3.1) each tank has two light
detectors running at different gains. Having two DOMs in each
tank also allows for an experimental determination of internal
signal fluctuations by setting both DOMs to the same gain
during special calibration runs.
! Each detector station consists of two tanks for the following

reasons:
– By requiring events to trigger both tanks of a station (‘local

coincidence’) signals from extensive air showers can be
distinguished from the high (typically 2 kHz) individual
event rate generated mostly by low energy showers.

– Signals seen in both tanks of a station can be compared on
an event-by-event basis to give a measure of the intrinsic
physical fluctuations in the shower front, both in timing
and in amplitude.

– IceTop can be divided into two very similar sub-arrays,
each comprising one of the two tanks of each station, to
measure the fluctuations of reconstruction parameters,
such as shower front curvature, lateral distribution, core
location accuracy, and angular resolution.

– Single-station events that trigger both tanks of a single,
interior station without triggering adjacent stations could
be exploited to extend the IceTop reach to lower energies.
Such events have primary energies around 30 TeV and have
typically at most one muon with sufficient energy to reach
the deep detector.

! The size of the tanks and their wall reflectivity were optimized
for large light output and short signal pulses. Both, large tank
size and high reflectivity, yield high signals but long pulse
lengths (in the final tank design the decay constant is about
30 ns).

2.2. General detector layout

The IceTop air shower array is located above the in-ice IceCube
detector at a height of 2835 m above sea level, corresponding to an
atmospheric depth of about 680 g/cm2. It consists of 162 ice
Cherenkov tanks, placed at 81 stations and distributed over an area
of 1 km2 on a grid with mean spacing of 125 m. Fig. 2 shows a plan
view of the final IceTop array. In the center of the array, three
stations (numbered 79, 80, 81) are installed at intermediate posi-
tions. Together with the neighboring stations (numbered 26, 27, 36,
37, 46) they form an in-fill array for denser shower sampling. Each
station comprises two cylindrical tanks, A and B, 10 m apart from
each other. The tanks are embedded into the snow so that their top
surface is level with the surrounding snow to minimize temperature
variations and accumulation of drifting snow.

IceTop, as well as in-ice IceCube, took data already during the
construction phase; the periods during which certain IceCube-
IceTop configurations had been commissioned are reported in
Table 2.

2.3. Tank design

A schematic cross-section of the IceTop detectors is shown in
Fig. 3 (dimensions are reported in Table 3). The tanks are made of
black, cross-linked polyethylene, 6 mm thick, 1.1 m high, with a
1.82 m inner diameter and are filled with ice to a height of 0.90 m.
Most of the tanks have an integral diffusely reflective white liner
made by dispersing zirconium dioxide powder,5 referred to as
zirconia, into High Density Polyethylene (HDPE) by extrusion.6

The polyethylene, containing 6% zirconia by volume, is milled to
fine white powder7 with average particle size 45 mm. The tanks
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Fig. 2. Locations of IceCube string holes and IceTop tanks with the IceCube Lab
(ICL) in the center in the final configuration after 2010. The holes 81–86, belonging
to DeepCore and not related to IceTop tanks, are not shown. IceTop stations are
located next to IceCube strings (except for the in-fill station 81) and consist of two
tanks, A and B. The irregularity of the array arises because tank locations were
constrained by surface cabling and IceCube drilling operations. A denser in-fill
array is formed by the stations 26, 27, 36, 37, 46, 79, 80, 81.

5 Supplier: Stanford Materials, Irvine, CA 92618, USA.
6 Manufacturer: PlastiScience, LLC, Smyrna, DE 19977.
7 Manufacturer: Power King, TX.

R. Abbasi et al. / Nuclear Instruments and Methods in Physics Research A 700 (2013) 188–220 191

At larger radii EM signal is low and Muon signal is more 
prominent. 1 Muon passing through an IceTop tank produces a 
signal of about 100 pe. (approx).  
 
At smaller radii you have strong EM signal and that makes it 
difficult to differentiate Muon Signal. 



Analysis Method 
‘Isolated-spherical-chicken study’ – first step towards 

studying the real bird ! 


•  We make indirect observation:
–  Study signal generated by Simulated showers at first - so we 

know what we are looking at. 
–  What we have today is:

•  Simulated Gamma/Proton/Iron Showers of fixed Energy and 
coming vertically down from the zenith. 

•  In real data we will have showers of all energies and from all 
angles…
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Shower_id: 010300.000002_0

Core Location (x,y)=(-65.901553,-134.067056)m

Suggested Cut:

Radius>250 m and Count Tanks with Charge > 100 pe

---------

Total Charge after Cut:__________

Number of Tanks after Cut:________ 

Define your own cut:       
---------

Total Charge after Cut:__________

Number of Tanks after Cut:________ 
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Remember!! 
>We want to measure Muon content of 
shower. 1 Muon will create 100 pe 
(approx)  
 
>>We look at outer part of the 
shower… 
 
>>We look at tanks with signal 
more than 100 pe… 
 
>> Either count number of tanks or 
calculate total charge in those 
tanks – FOR EACH SHOWER/
EVENT. 

Sample Simulated Shower



Let’s get our hands dirty…

•  Three Groups – Gamma, Proton, Iron…
•  Each makes a histogram of Total Charge After Cuts. ( Radius and 

Charge cut)
•  Then we compare histograms…
•  And figure out how to identify a Gamma air shower !
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So… Can we use IceTop for Gamma Ray 
Search?
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The End.
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DECO

•  Convert your cell phone into a Cosmic Ray detector!
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